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GENERATIN GG CLASS FIELD S 
USINGG SHIMUR A RECIPROCIT Y 

ALIC EE GEE AND PETER STEVENHAGEN 

ABSTRACT.. The abelian extensions of an imaginary quadratic field can theoretically 
bee generated by the values of the modular  j-function , but these values are too large to 
bee useful in practice. We show how Shimura's reciprocity law can be applied to find 
smalll  generators for  these extensions, and to compute the corresponding irreducibl e 
polynomials. . 

1.. INTRODUCTION 

Amongg the finite extensions of a number field, the abelian extensions play a spe-
ciall  role. Over the rational number field Q, the Kronecker-Weber theorem states 
thatt the abelian fields are the subfields of the cyclotomic fields Q(C) obtained by 
adjoiningg a root of unity C 6 C to Q. If C is of order N, the corresponding irre-
duciblee polynomial is the iV-th cyclotomic polynomial $JV- It is easy to compute 
$$NN for small iV, and for such N the coefficients of $N are very small. By Galois 
theory,, essentially the theory of cyclotomic periods developed by Gauss, we can 
descendd and find explicit generators for subfields of Q(C)-

Thee arithmetic theory of abelian fields is much nicer than that of arbitrary 
numberr fields. They come with explicit groups of cyclotomic units, which can 
bee exploited to find their class groups in situations where general class group 
algorithmss currently have no hope of succeeding [10]. 

Overr an arbitrary number field K, the abelian extensions K C L are described 
byy class field theory. For such L, the Galois group Gel{L/K) is canonically iso-
morphicc to a quotient JK/(K*NL/KJL) of the idèle group JK of K by the open 
subgroupp generated by K*  and the norm image NL/KJL of the idèle group of L. 
Conversely,, every open subgroup B C 3K containing K* corresponds in this way 
too a unique abelian extension of K, the class field of B. The explicit determina-
tionn of class fields is one of the main tasks of computational class field theory, an 
algorithmicc area that has only recently come to enjoy popularity. 
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Thee idèle group JK is a large object that is not always convenient for explicit 
computations.. It is however possible to describe the finite quotients of JK/K* 

correspondingg to abelian extensions of if in a different way, as quotients of the ray y 
classs groups Cn of K. These are finite abelian groups depending on a conductor n, 
andd they play a role that is analogous to that of the Galois groups (Z/NZ)* in 
thee case of the cyclotomic extensions Q(Ov) of Q. A special role is played by the 
rayy class field corresponding to the trivial conductor n = 1: this is the Hilbert 
classs field H of K. The Galois group Gal{H/K) is canonically isomorphic to the 
classs group C of K, and for this reason it is one of the most important extension 
fieldsfields of K. 

Justt as in the case K = Q, the explicit determination of abelian extensions of 
KK reduces to the problem of generating the ray class fields Hn corresponding to 
thee ray class group Cn, at least if we measure the size of an abelian extension by 
itss conductor. By generating Hn we mean computing a polynomial h e K[X]  for 
whichh we have Hn £ K{X)/{h). 

Evenn though class field theory proves the existence of class fields in a construc-
tivee way, it does not readily provide an algorithm to compute generators for class 
fields,fields, not even for the Hilbert class field. The theory indicates that these exten-
sionss can in principle be generated over large extensions of K. Algorithmically it 
iss often not feasible to do computations over these large number fields, and this 
iss a serious obstruction. 

Thee only class of fields K different from Q for which there exists a theory that 
yieldss generators of class fields is the class of imaginary quadratic fields, and it 
iss this class that we will address in the current paper. 

Thee theory of complex multiplication asserts that the ray class fields over an 
imaginaryy quadratic field K can be generated by the values of suitable modular 
functions.functions. These modular functions can be viewed as elliptic analogues of the 
exponentiall  function q(z) = exp(27riz), whose values CAT at the rational points 
zz ~ $ € Q generate the class fields of Q. A basic example of the theorems from 
complexx multiplication is the following. 

Theoremm 1. Let K be imaginary quadratic with ring of integers O = Z[0], 
ThenThen the Hubert class field H of K is generated by the value j(B) of the modular 
functionfunction j . 

Thee modular function j : H ->  C is a complex valued function on the complex 
upperr half plane H that occurs in may contexts. As a function on lattices A = 
[Ü>I,O>2]]  e C, the value j"(A) = j{u\ju2) is the j-invariant of the complex elliptic 
curvee E = C/A. 

Thee conjugates of j{0) = j(0) over either K or Q are the values j(o) for [o] 
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rangingg over the ideal classes in C(0). These values are algebraic integers, so 
thee class polynomial FG - U[a]&c(0)( x ~ i(a)) € ZM  c an b e computed "**&& 
complexx approximations of the values j(a). As it is relatively easy to approximate 
thesee values, this method is to be preferred over the computationally unfeasible 
algebraicalgebraic computation of Fo as a factor of some modular polynomial $m{X, X) 
thatt is explained in [2]. 

Numericall  examples show that the polynomial Fo is already huge for small 
valuess of the discriminant of K. For the field of discriminant —71, which has class 
numberr 7, the class polynomial equals 

pp00 = X1 + 313645809715 A"6 - 3091990138604570 Xb 

++  98394038810047812049302 XA - 823534263439730779968091389 X3 

++ 5138800366453976780323726329446 X2 

-- 425319473946139603274605151187659 X 

++ 737707086760731113357714241006081263, 

andd the situation rapidly gets worse. Weber discovered that in many cases, one 
cann generate H using functions that are considerably smaller than the j-function. 
Forr the example above, there exists a modular function ƒ of level 48 that gives 
risee to a class invariant f(0) with irreducible polynomial 

XX77 + X6 - Xb - X4 - X3 + X2 + 2X + 1. 

Thee observations on such 'lucky occurrences' in [11] range from theorems and 
numericall  observations to open questions, and the distinction between them is 
nott always clear. Following the confusion around Heegner's purported proof of 
thee class number one problem for imaginary quadratic orders, some of the obscure 
pointss were clarified by Birch [1] and Stark [9] in 1969. The revival of interest in 
modularr forms in the seventies, and more in particular the contributions to the 
subjectt by Shimura [7, 8] have resulted in the development of abstract tools that 
aree ideally suited to deal with the questions raised by Heegner. 

Thee aim of this paper is to show that Shimura's techniques can be applied to 
answerr the following basic questions: 

1.. given a modular function ƒ, determine for which K the value ƒ (0) at a gener-
atorr 8 of OK generates the Hilbert class field H of K\ 

2.. if ƒ (9) generates H, compute its irreducible polynomial. 

Inn fact the techniques can be used to identify the field K(f(9)) in all cases, or 
too generate other class fields than the Hilbert class field. Even if ƒ ($) is not a class 
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invariant,, the information obtained is usually sufficient to produce a generator of 
HH from j(0). As we will see (theorem 3), a modular function ƒ that yields a class 
invariantt for some imaginary quadratic field K does so for a positive proportion 
off  all imaginary quadratic fields. 

Fromm a complexity point of view, the improvement in using 'small' modular 
functionss is not dramatic: as we are still working with exponential functions, the 
sizee of the coefficients of the generating polynomials for the Hilbert class field 
growss exponentially with the discriminant of K. This seems to be an unavoidable 
consequencee of the theory of complex multiplication. On the other hand, the 
improvementt by a constant factor (like 72 or 48) in the size of the coefficients 
enabless us to produce decent generating polynomials when the discriminant of K 
iss of moderate size. The modular function j does not have this property and is 
thereforee never useful in computational practice. 

2.. MODULAR FUNCTIONS 

Beforee we can start our investigations on class invariants, we provide concise def-
initionss of the modular functions that we use and indicate some 'small' modular 
functionss of not too high level that can be used to produce class invariants. Proofs 
off  all statements in this section can be found in [4]. 

Thee basic example of a modular function is the '̂-function encountered in the 
introduction.. This is a holomorphic function on H that respects the action of 
thee elements of the modular group T = SL2(Z) on H. By this we mean that we 
havee i (Jg f) = j(z) for z G H and £ J) <E I \ Note that the action of T on H 
factorss via the quotient Tf  1. The j'-function has simple pole at infinity and 
extendss to an isomorphism of Riemann surfaces j : (r \ H)~ - ^ P1 (C) between 
thee compactified orbit space and the complex projective line. The elements of the 
correspondingg function field C(j) of rational functions in j are called modular 
functionss of level 1. 

Onee obtains modular functions of arbitrary level N > 1 by replacing the 
modularr group T in the setting above by the congruence subgroup T(N) = 
ker[SL2(Z)) -  SLa(Z/JVZ)]. The compactified Riemann surface (T{N) \ H)~ is 
thenn isomorphic to the modular curve X(N) of level N over C. The natural map 
X{N)X{N) -»> X(l) is a Galois covering with group l -T(N)) = SL^Z/iVZ)/  1. 
Thiss implies that the function field FJV.C of X(N), whose elements are the mod-
ularr functions of level N, is a Galois extension of Fi t C = C(j) with group 
SLSL22(Z/NZ)/(Z/NZ)/  1. Thus the modular functions of level N are simply the T(iV)-
invariantt meromorphic functions on H that are also 'meromorphic at infinity'. 
Notee that such functions are invariant under z *-¥ z + iV, hence periodic. 
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Ass we want our modular functions to have algebraic values, we need to de-
finefine our function field Fff.c over a smaller base field than C. For N = 1, the 
modularr curve X(l) = P1(C) can clearly be defined over Q, with function field 
F\F\ = QO)- In t n e general case one needs to pass to the cyclotomic base field 
Q(Civ).. This means that there exists a Galois extension Fjy of Q(0v, j ) with 
groupp SL2(Z/NZ)/  1 that yields FN>C after base change from Q(CAT) to C. 
Moree precisely, we can write the elements of FJV.C as Laurent series in ql^n with 
qq = exp(27riz), and then FN is the subfield of FNtc C C((g1/N)) consisting of 
thee functions with Fourier coefficients in Q(Gv)- The action of the cyclotomic 
Galoiss group (Z/iVZ)*  = GBX{Q(CN,J)/QU)) has a natural extension to FN C 
Q(Ov)((g1/N)),, and this leads to a description of Gal(F*/Fi) = GaL{FN/Q(j)) 
ass a semidirect product 

(SL2(Z/iVZ) //  1) x (Z/NZy 2 GL2(Z/iVZ) /  1. 

Heree (Z/NZ)* is embedded in GL2(Z/NZ)/  1 as the subgroup of elements of 
thee form (J J) € GL2(Z/NZ). For the full modular function field Foo = UN>IFN 

onee obtains the Galois group over Q(j) by passing to the projective limit: 

Gal(iWQ(j))) = hm (GU(Z/NZ)/  1) = GLj(Z)/  1. 

Thee main theorem of complex multiplication is the following generalization of 
thee theorem stated in the introduction. 

Theoremm 2. Let K be imaginary quadratic with ring of integers Ö = Z[0] and 
NN > 1 an integer. Then the ray class field HN of conductor N of K is generated 
overover K by the values f(0) of the functions ƒ € FN that do not have a pole at 6. 

Itt follows that the maximal abelian extension Kab of K is generated by the finite 
functionn values f (8) for ƒ € Foo. 

Ourr example for discriminant —71 in the introduction illustrates the fact that 
thee j-function is already large for values of 9 with small imaginary part. There are 
howeverr modular functions of higher level that are 'smaller' than the j-function. 
Ass we are working with functions that are integral over Z[j] , this simply means 
thatt the coefficients occuring in the g-expansion of ƒ are smaller than those 
wee encounter for j . We mention a couple of possibilities for ƒ, leaving a fuller 
treatmentt to chapter 4. 

Thee oldest examples of modular functions yielding class invariants are obtained 
byy modification of the j-function itself. One has representations 

AA A 
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off  j in terms of the normalized Eisenstein series 02 and p3 and the discriminant 
functionn A. It follows that there exist holomorphic branches 72 of the cube root 
off  j and 73 of the square root of j - 1728 on H, both with rational q expansions. 
Thee modular group T acts on these functions via characters of order 3 and 2, 
respectively.. In terms of the standard generators S = (J }) and T = f*  "£) of 
r //  1 we have 

(72,73)—  (72,-73) and (72,73)—  (C3 72, -7s)-

Onee deduces that we have 72 € F3 and 73 € F2. 
Muchh smaller functions can be obtained form the fact that the discriminant 

functionn A equals (2TT)12J724, with 77 the Dedekind ^-function. This is a holomor-
phicc function on H with rational g-expansion r](q) = q1^24 Yln>0(l

 - 9n), and its 
transformationn behavior under T is given by a simple formula [4, 18,§5]. 

Thee discriminant function is a modular form of weight 12, not a modular 
function.. One can obtain modular functions by forming suitable quotients of 
modularr forms of the same weight, see [4,11, §2]. A good example is the modular 
functionn A(2z)/A(z) of level 2, which has a holomorphic 24-th root J](2Z)/TJ(Z) on 
H.. The function f2 = V2-q(2z)/r)(z), which is integral over Z\j], has been studied 
byy Weber, who introduced related modular functions f and fi with rational q-
expansionss satisfying 

(X(X + f)(X - f?)(X - fj) = X3 - l2X + 16. 

Thesee functions f, fi and f2 are in FiSy and they are much smaller than j . Each of 
themm generates an extension of degree 72 of the field i* i = Q(j'), and the action 
off  S and T is given by 

(f.fi.fa)) A (M2.f1) and (f,fi,f 2) A ( C ^ h . C ^ f . & f e ). 

Thee miraculous fact that C48f2(~1+
2

/ r^) lies in the Hilbert class field of QiV^TL) 
accountss for the existence of the small polynomial given in the introduction. There 
aree other modular functions than those introduced by Weber that yield small gen-
eratorss as well. Schertz constructs small generators from quotients of 77-functions 
inn [6]. In a similar vein, one can generalize Weber's classical functions of level 48 
byy considering the holomorphic 24-th root ^n-T){nz)/r}(z) of n12A{bz)/A{z) for 
anyy integer n > 1. For n = 2 this is Weber's function f2, for n = 3 we obtain 
aa function g3 = y/Z  rj(3z)/r}(z) € F72 of degree 48 over Q(j') that satisfies an 
analogue e 

(X(X + g«)(X - gJ)(X - 96
2)(X - si) = X4 + l&X2 + 73X - 27 

http://M2.f1
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off  the identity for f2 above. The relation ggi0203 = V3 is analogous to Weber's 
identityy ffi ƒ2 = V2. It shows that, unlike the case of the modular function j , the 
valuess of these functions at singular moduli are 'almost' algebraic units. 

3.. FINDING CLASS INVARIANT S 

Ass in the previous sections, we let A" be an imaginary quadratic field with ring 
off  integers Ö = Z[0]. For uniqueness' sake, we normalize 9 such that we have 
1r*7Q(0)€{-l,O} . . 

Wee formulate the problem of finding class invariants as follows: given some 
modularr function f € FN, determine for which K the value f (9) lies in the 
Hubertt class field H of K. 

Byy the complex multiplication theorem from section 2, we know that ƒ (9) is 
ann element of Üfab, and even of the ray class field of conductor N of K. In order 
too prove that ƒ (0) actually lies in H, it suffices to show that all automorphisms in 
Gal{K*Gal{K* hh/H)/H) act trivially on ƒ (0). The group Gal(#ab/JÏ) can be described by 
classs field theory. The main theorem of class field theory for imaginary quadratic 
fieldsfields can be phrased as a single exact sequence 

11 —  K* —y K* - 4 Gal(K*b/K) —  1. 

Heree A denotes the Artin map on the finite idèle group K* = (K ®z Z)*  of K. 
Notee that K - nJ,(#®Q QP) k t n e r i n6 of ^  ̂ adèles of K, and that K* is the 
factorr group of JK obtained by dividing out the component group corresponding 
too the infinite prime of K, which is also the connected component of the identity 
inn JK- Inside K we have the profinite completion Ö — O ®z Z = lim<_n((9/nC?) 
off  the ring of integers O of K. The subgroup Ö* = Y[p{0 ®z Zp)*  of K* is 
thee inverse image under the Artin map of Gal(K*b/H), and we need to check 
whetherr the natural action of Ö* on ƒ (6) induced by A is trivial. The Shimura 
reciprocityy law says that the image of ƒ (0) under x € O* can be obtained as the 
valuee in 9 of a modular function that is conjugate to ƒ over Q(j)- More precisely, 
theree is a map g = ge connecting the exact rows 

11 _> om —  Ö* A Gal(üfab//f ) —  1 

(1)) J * 
11 — }  —  GL2(Z) —¥ Gal( iW*i ) - + I-

suchh that we have Shimura's reciprocity relation 

(2) ) (/W)** = (/,('" ,))W 
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andd the fundamental equivalence 

(ƒ(*))*= ƒƒ (*) <=  ƒ'(*>=ƒ 

providedd that Q(/) C Foo is Galois. Note that only the implication <= is immedi-
atee from the reciprocity relation, the implication =» requires the hypothesis and 
ann additional argument [7, prop. 6.33]. 

Withh the exponent —1 in the reciprocity relation (2), the definition of the 
connectingg homomorphism g is the following: g(x) e GL2(Z) is the transpose 
off  the matrix describing the multiplication by x € O* on the free Z-module 
OO = Z  9 + Z with respect to the basis [6,1]. Explicitly, if 9 has irreducible 
polynomiall  X2 + BX + C, then we have 

/.. . . ft-Bs -Cs\ 
(3)) g6: x = s9 + 1 (—*  f s t J 

Iff  ƒ € FN is a modular function of level N, the value f{0) Ues in the ray class 
fieldfield and the action of O* can be computed via the finite quotient {OfNO)*. 
Diagramm (1) may then be reduced to a diagram of finite abelian groups 

Ö*Ö*  —  {O/NO)* —*  Gal(HN/H) —> 1 
(4)) j * 

}}  —  GL2(Z/ATZ) —> Gal(FN/Fi) —  1. 

Inn order to prove that f (9) lies in .ff, we compute generators xi , X2,... , a;*  of the 
groupp (Ö/NO)*, map them to GL2(Z/iVZ) using the reduction g of g modulo 
NN and check that each of the matrices gfa) G GL2(Z/iVZ) acts trivially on ƒ. 
Thiss is relatively straightforward if we know the action of the standard generators 
S,TS,T E r and of the Galois group Gai(Q(CAr)/Q) = (Z/JVZ)*  on ƒ. We refer to 
sectionn 1.5 for some explicit examples. 

Iff  we replace the base field K in diagram (4) by another quadratic field whose 
discriminantt is in the same residue class modulo 4N, the integers B and C occur-
ringg in (3) coincide modulo N and the image of g : {OfNO)* —  GL2(Z/JVZ) is 
thee same for both fields. We get the following result. 

Theoremm 3. Let K be imaginary quadratic with ring of integers Z[0], and ƒ e 
FNFN a modular function with the property that f (9) lies in the Hilbert class field 
ofof K. Then the same statement holds for all for all imaginary quadratic fields 
whosewhose discriminant is congruent to disc(A") modulo 4JV. 
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4.. COMPUTING CLASS POLYNOMIALS 

Supposee that we have found a modular function ƒ for which f{6) Hes in the 
Hilbertt class field H of K. In order to find its irreducible polynomial over K, we 
needd to determine the conjugates of ƒ (0) over K. This means that we have to 
computee the action of the class group C(0) ~ Gal(H/K) on /(0). 

Forr any imaginary quadratic order Ö of discriminant Dt we can list the ele-
mentss of C(0) as reduced primitive binary quadratic forms [a, 6, c] of discriminant 
D.D. For our purposes, it suffices to know that these are triples [a, 6, c] of integers 
satisfyingg gcd(a, b, c) = 1 and 62 - 4ac = D. They are reduced if they satisfy 
\b\\b\ < a < c and, in case we have |6| = o or a = c, also 6 > 0. For given dis-
criminantt D < 0, there are only finitely many such triples, and they are easily 
enumeratedd if D is not too large. The correspondence between reduced forms 
andd elements of the class group is obtained by associating to [a, 6, c] the class of 
thee ideal with Z-basis [~6+v^,a]. Note that [o,6,c] and [a,-ö,c] correspond to 
inversee ideal classes. In terms of quadratic forms, the action of the class group of 
OO = Z[0] on the value j(8) of the j-function is given by 

Forr a general modular function ƒ with ƒ (0) € H, Shimura reciprocity enables us 
too determine the conjugate ƒ of ƒ over Q(j) for which we have 

(5)) /W^- 4'ei = /(=lEff i ). 
Forr this one needs a more general form of the law, which gives us the analogue of 
(1)) for the action of the full group K* = (Ö ®z Q)*  on the values ƒ (0). For this 
wee need to replace GaL{Foo/Fi) in (1) by the full automorphism group Aut(-Foo), 
whichh is generated by the automorphisms coming from GL2(Z) and those coming 
fromfrom the group GL2(Q)+ of rational 2 x 2-matrices of positive determinant. The 
rightright action of GL2(Q)+ on F» comes, just like in the case of T = SL2(Z), 
fromfrom the natural action of GL.2(Q)+ on H via fractional linear transformations: 
ffaa = ƒ o a. The groups GL2(Z) = IlpGL2(Zp) ««*  G L2(Q)+ ** e subgroups 
off  the group GL2(Q) = FT G M Q P ) of" invertible 2 x 2- matrices over the finite 
adèlee ring Q = Q ®z Z of Q. They have intersection T = SL^Z), and every 
elementt of GLÏCQ) can be written in a non-unique way as u  a with u€ GL2(Z) 
andd a € GL2(Q)+. One proves that this induces an action of GL^Q) on F«» 
givenn by ƒ - ^ (ƒ")*  We can now enlarge diagram (1) to 

II  _4 K*  _> ft*  A GaXiK^/K) —J- 1 

(6)) | " 
11 —  Q' —>  GL(Q) —* Aut(Foo) —  1. 
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andd with this diagram the reciprocity relation (2) holds unchanged. Here g = go 
iss the natural Q-linear extension of the map defined in'(3). 

Forr every ideal a of Ö, we can find an idèle x = {xp)p € K* that locally 
generatess a at p for all rational primes p. This means that we have 

o®zZpp = xp{ö ®zZp) 

forr all p. For the ideal with Z-basis [-Hv^ )Q] corresponding to [a, b,c], we can 
takee x — (xp)p with 

'a'a if pf a 

XpXp = i  ifp|aandpfC 

kk =^^-a i f p | a a n d p | c. 

Thiss idèle maps to [o] € C(0) under the Artin map, so we have f(6)^b  ̂ = ƒ 
forr this x. Applying the reciprocity relation (3) for x~l, we find f(9)^~b^ = 
(p('))($).(p('))($). Let M e GL2(Q)+ describe with respect to the basis [0,1] the Q-
linearr map K -+ K that maps [0,1] to [ - H v ^ a] . Then M acts on H by M{9) -
=*%&,=*%&,  and we obtain 

(7)) /(0)[a>-M = faixïM-^-b+VD} 

AA straightforward check shows that ux = g(x) * A/ - 1 is in GL<2(Z), so ƒ = 
p(x)M~p(x)M~ i s a conjugate of ƒ over QO), and (7) is the explicit form of (5). 
Computingg the function ƒ from ƒ is another instance of the problem solved in 
thee previous section. Clearly, we only need to compute ux modulo the level N of 
ƒ.. If pk is the largest power the prime p dividing iV, we find that we have 

(S6{2)modp**  ifpf a 

( ii  ~o) modp* i fp | a and p fc 

II  (-»/»-  -»/»-«) modp* if p | a and p j c. 

inn the case that D is even. For odd discriminants there is a similar formula. 

(8)) ux = i 

5.. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

Wee apply the methods explained in this paper to find small generators for a 
feww imaginary quadratic fields K. For each of these fields, the class polynomial 
obtainedd by a straightforward application of theorem 1 is huge. 
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Examplee 1. Let D = -71 be the prime discriminant occurring in the introduc-
tion.. Then 2 and 3 do not divide D, and it was already known to Weber that in 
thiss situation, the functions 72 and 73 yield class invariants when evaluated at 
appropriatee values in O = Z[0], where 0 = ~1+jf~7r has irreducible polynomial 
XX22 + X + 18. 

Inn order to check this for 72, which has level 3, one notes first that 3 splits 
inn A", so (0/3Ö)*/ö* is a cyclic group of order 2 generated by 0-1. The action 
off  the matrix g9{9 - 1) = (J °) € GL(Z/3Z) is given by C3 *-+ Cl  ̂ 72 «-» C?72, 
soo it leaves a = C372(0) invariant. In order to find the irreducible polynomial 
off  a, we list the 7 reduced quadratic forms of discriminant —71 and for each 
formm the matrix u 6 GL2(Z/3Z) corresponding to it by (8). From the complex 
approximationss of the conjugates of a we find a polynomial 

ƒ££ =X7 + 6745 X6 - 327467 Xs + 51857115 X4 + 2319299751X3 

++ 41264582513 X2 - 307873876442 X + 903568991567 

thatt is somewhat smaller than the class polynomial listed in the introduction. 
Inn order to discover the small class invariant arising from the Weber function 

f22 € F48, we need to compute the action of the generators of (0/480)*/0* on 
f22 (0). As 2 is also split in K, this is an abelian 2-group of type (2) x (2) x (2) x 
(4)) x (4). One can take {17,160 +17,60 +19,19,360 +1}  as a set of generators. 
Applyingg pa, one sees that the first generator acts trivially on Q(C48>f2). 

Tbblee 1. Action of (Ö/4&Ö)* on Q(C48, f2) for 0 = " ^ ^ 

a a 

1600 + 17 
600 + 19 

19 9 
360+1 1 

<>48 8 

C3 3 
CI I 
- 1 1 
C4 4 

h h 

CC2 2 

S3 3 
S8 8 
- 1 1 
CI I 

Tablee 1 gives the action of the ^-image, <r, for the remaining generators of 
(0)/480)*.(0)/480)*. It follows that C4sf2(0) is left invariant. Its conjugates over K are 
computedd as before, and we find the small polynomial from the introduction 

ƒ£«&»(')) = x1 + X6 - Xs - X4 - X3 + X2 + 2X + 1. 

Inn fact, one can show in this way that C4sf2 yields a class invariant for all fields 
KK in which 2 splits and 3 is unramified. 
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Onee can also construct class invariants for D = -71 using the generalized 
Weberr function Q{Z) = TI(Z/3)/T){Z) € F72. The group (0/720)*/0* is of type 
(2)) x (2) x (2) x (6) x (6) with a set of generators {19,360+1,180+1,65,640+65} 
thatt act according to table 2. 

Tablee 2. Action of {0/720)" on Q(C3,fl) for 9 =

a a 

19 9 
3600 + 1 
1800 + 1 

65 5 
6400 + 65 

<»3 3 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
C3 3 

0 " 1 1 

- 1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

- 1 1 
C3 3 

Onee finds that /? = C302(#) is a class invariant, with irreducible polynomial 

ƒ££ = X7 + (2 + 20)JT5 - (30 + 30)X4 + (51 - 39)X3 - (8 - 1O0)X2 - (47 + 20). 

AA normalization of the function g2 always works when 3 splits and 2 is unramined 
inn K. 

Examplee 2. For K of discriminant D = —580 = —4-5-29 the prime 2 is ramified 
andd the prime 3 inert. In this case one can construct a class invariant from the 
Weberr function f(z) = rj(z/2)/r)(z) € F48 evaluated at 0 = V—145. To see this, 
onee computes the action of the group (0/480)* of type (8) x (8) x (4) x (4) 
generatedd by {160 + 1,330 + 34,19,330 + 16}. 

Tablee 3. Action of (0/480)* on Q(C48, f) for 0 = y/-ÏÏ5 

a a 

1600 + 1 
3300 + 34 

19 9 
3300 + 16 

S>48 8 

<3 3 

a a 
- 1 1 
1 1 

r - i i 

1 1 

a a 
1 1 
1 1 

Clearlyy f4 yields a class invariant. However, the action on &8 shows that Cs is 
leftt invariant by all generators except the second, which maps Cs to —&. It follows 
thatt a — f(9)/y/2 is also a class invariant. In this case K has class number 8 
andd C{0) is of type (2) x (4). We find 

ƒ££ = X8 - MX1 + 7X« + 12X6 - 42A"4 + 12X3 + 7X2 - 17X + 1. 
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Examplee 3. For K of discriminant D = -471 = - 3  157 the primes 2 and 3 
aree respectively split and ramified in A", and C(0) is cyclic of order 16. This case 
resembless that in Example 1, but the ramification at 3 yields a different action 
off  (0/480)*/0*, which is a group of type (6) x (4) x (4) x (2) having generating 
sett {320 + 33,19,360 + 1,60 + 19}. 

Tablee 4. Action of (0/480)*  on Qfos, ƒ) for 0 = - ^ v / ™ 

a a 

3200 + 33 
19 9 

3600 + 1 
600 + 9 

&" 1 1 

1 1 
- 1 1 
C4 4 
CI I 

r - l l 

C3 3 
- 1 1 
a a 
a a 

Fromm the Galois action in table 4 one deduces that Cief3 yields a class invariant 
aa when evaluated at 0 = 1+v^"471. Its irreducible polynomial is 

ƒ££ = X16 + 6X15 + 62X14 - 106X13 + 382X12 - 942X11 + 4756X10 

-- 9629X9 + 18987X8 - 22281X7 + 36601X6 - 44222A* + 60470X4 

-- 29217X3 + 4085A"2 + 1775X - 1. 

Thiss is not as good as in Example 1, and we can do better by using the 'gen-
eralizedd Weber functions' of level 72. More precisely, we can use the function 
QQ22{Z){Z) = r}(^)/r}(z) e -F>2, which yields a class invariant & — Clfl2(^)/v/--3 with 
irreduciblee polynomial 

ƒ&&  = X16 + 20X15 - 127X14 + 342X13 + 183X12 - 427A"11 - 1088X10 + 794X9 

+1333X88 + 794X7 - 1088X6 - 427X5 + 183X4 + 342X3 - 127X2 + 20X + 1. 

Ass in the previous example, we see that our class invariant is a unit — quite a 
contrastt with the modular value j(0). 

Examplee 4. We finally take K of discriminant D = -803 = -11  73. Then 2 is 
inertt and 3 is split in K, and {0/4SO)*/0* is a group of type (2) x (4) x (8) x (6) 
withh generating set {160 + 17,360 + 1,180 + 1,150 + 40}. This time the Galois 
actionn is more complicated, involving more than just multiplication by roots of 
unity. . 
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TableTable 5. Action of {Ö/4BO)* on Qfös.fMi, Ï2 for 0 = -i+V^söa 

<x x 

1600 + 17 

3600 + 1 
1800 + 1 
150-8 8 

CC<T-\ <T-\ 
S48 8 

C3 3 

C4 4 

S8 8 

1 1 

r r 
Clf f 
- f f 
- f f 

Ci36f2 2 

f? ? 
Clh h 
Clfi i 
Clh h 
CSf f 

ff f 
ah ah 
C4f2 2 

Csf2 2 

Csfi i 

Thee action of 150 — 8 in the bottom row shows that none of the Weber functions 
cann be normalized such as to yield a class invariant. A close approximation is 
howeverr given by a = v^Cilf (#)> a*1 element invariant under the first 3 generators. 
Itt generates a cubic extension of the Hilbert class field H of K, with conjugates 
00 = v^CUM0) and 7 = v^CSfaW over H. As we have afa = - 4, it follows 
thatt H is generated over K by the symmetric expressions a + /? + 7 and 

a££ + o/y + #7 = -4 (a- 1 + £_1 + 7"1). 

Onee finds that that the single expression 6 = | (a+/?+7) is sufficient by checking g 
thatt 0(0), which has order 10, acts transitively on S. We obtain 

ffKK = X10 + SX9 + 19X8 + Z5X7 + 101X6 + 179X5 + 220X4 

++ 263X3 + 230X2 + 100X + 16. 

Inn this case, the symmetric expression e = a- 1 + f5~l + 7 - 1 also yields a class 
invariant,, with irreducible polynomial 

ƒ££ = X10 + 22X9 + 32X8 + +45X7 + 109X6 + 92X5 + 266X4 

++ 161X3 - 104JC2 + 48X + 128. 
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